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Background: Carotid revascularization is being performed more frequently in the elderly. Patients > 80 years had a higher 30 day stroke or death 
rate after CAS than <80 in the CREST Trial (12.1% vs. 3.2%). This study reviewed CARE Registry® data to determine the influence of age on CAS 
outcomes.
Methods: Retrospective review of high risk patients undergoing CAS between 1/2005 and 2/2011 in the CARE Registry was performed. Patients 
were stratified into 4 age intervals (70-74, 75-79, 80-84, and >85). Baseline characteristics, procedural, and in-hospital outcomes (stroke, MI, and 
death) were compared between the groups. Comparisons of continuous variables were performed using a Student’s t-test, and categorical variables 
by Chi square tests. To account for possible confounders a multivariable logistic regression model predicting in-hospital Stroke/MI/Death was used.
Results: 5005 patients had CAS and were >70 years (1635 were <75, 1630 were 75- <80, 1185 were 80- <85 and 555 were > 85). Those >85 
had a higher incidence of symptomatic target lesions and CKD. The overall rate of the primary endpoint in each high risk elderly group was low. No 
significant difference in in-hospital death rate occurred with increasing age. However adverse neurologic events increased with age. [Table I]
Conclusions: CAS in the elderly is associated with low adverse event rates. Increasing age and rate of symptomatic target lesions in very elderly 
CAS patients are associated with a higher in-hospital composite of stroke, MI or death.
 
